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SCREENING FASHION III
A SELECTION OF THIRD YEAR STUDENT FROM THE RMIT 
BACHELOR OF DESIGN (FASHION) (HONOURS) PRESENT  
SCREENING FASHION III

SCREENING FASHION IS THE OF THE ONLY ANNUAL PRESENTA-
TION OF FASHION FILM IN MELBOURNE, AS FASHION FILM IS AN 
RELATIVITY NEW AND EMERGING GENRE. THIS YEAR’S SET OF 
FILMS PRESENT A DIVERSE RANGE OF FASHION IDEAS AND GAR-
MENTS, REVOLVING AROUND THIS YEAR’S CENTRAL THEME OF  
WHAT IS FASHION?, WHAT IS FASHION FILM?

OFFERING INSIGHTS FROM GUEST SPEAKER KATE REYN-
OLDS, CO FOUNDER OF PAEGENT AND RMIT ALU-
MINI, ON THIS EXPANDING MEDIUM OF FILM.

WE WOULD LIKE TO EXTEND A WARM THANK YOU TO 
ALL THE FILM CREW THAT GENEROUSLY DONATED BOTH 
THEIR TIME AND EFFORT TO THE MAKING OF THESE FILMS.  
AS WELL AS OUR COURSE TUTORS, ADELE VARCOE AND 
BRIE TRENNERY, FOR THEIR SUPPORT AND GUIDANCE. 

WE INVITE YOU TO SIT BACK, RELAX AND ENJOY THE FILMS.
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THE SOCIAL BODY – KATHERINE MONTESANO
The social body is an abstract representation of 
the interplay between fashion and societal norms 
and customs. Through fashion, individuals are able 
to mould themselves to fit in and gain acceptance 
within their particular sub culture and socio eco-
nomic group. Through this the individual is provided 
with the framework to establish identity of self and 
relevance to others within the group. Appearance 
and dress can both unite members of a group 
whilst at the same time segregate them from 
others. My objective was to capture this duality 
through footage of several groups and individuals 
in an un scripted state each framed and defined 
by their clothing within their own social context.

CHIMMY CHOOS – KAREN LAC
Longing to be rid of her mother ’s grip on her ap-
pearance and tempted by the lure of the ‘sweet-
est high-fashion shoes you’ll ever wear ’ in this 
week’s copy of Woman’s Day, what will little Wei 
Yi do to get her hands on what she truly seeks...
CHIMMY CHOOS is a look at one girl’s experience 
with Asia’s cultural preference for sons and what it 
means to find individuality in a society where dress 
is dictated by the media and the Fashion industry.

SUNDAY COWBOY - ANNABEL SLOANE
As she walks, Goosebumps bandage her bare 
legs; Freezing, She holts. The blades of the shears 
split the skin, Blood stained her knees ruby. Drop-
lets bead at her forehead. She wipes, The earth 
adheres to her skin as if a reminder of her toil. 
She is a woman of the land. The skirt, Split to 
the thigh exposes, Warping itself around her an-
kles as she leans in clutching the hooves, Sink-
ing, The heel falls way to the liquid slime of the 
feathered, Each step hesitant. Hay clings as the 
foaming bit is cleansed by the little black dress. 
The grease marks, Leather soles bruised, Hem 
Torn. This is the result of two worlds colliding.

ARROGANT GRACE – ALEXANDRA KIRWOOD
Enforcing the concept that Beauty in move-
ment transcends social perception of identi-
ty, demographic and cultural status, Arrogant 
Grace explores the fluid interplay between 
two dynamic worlds. Combining elements of 
traditional skate cinematography and fashion 
film, it highlights the need for democratic rep-
resentation of fashion in film, emphasizing that 
fashion is not reserved for any single social 
class. A special thank you to Mark Constantine 
for his generous investment of time and skill. 

DELIVERANCE – ANDRE VIDAL 
Deliverance is a journey, a movement through 
cognitive and situational depression. Displaced in a 
world of insignificance, Isaac projects the move-
ments from melancholy into liberation. It’s a cele-
bration. A response to depression in relation to the 
pressures of the fashion industry. Isaac exemplifies 
the struggle from defeat by a life of dissatisfaction, 
evolving to his final destination of enlightenment.

THE RULE – TAZKIA WELONG
Indah is an Indonesian girl living in Melbourne. 
Having a conservative religious mother who is 
always on her back, even though she is thou-
sands miles away from Indah, Indah has to cov-
er up her way of life in order to live the free-
dom to be herself without breaking “the rule”.

SENSES – TASNIM HISHAM
Our senses should bring out the best in us in 
such a way that it should embrace our sur-
rounding. These senses include... touch, smell, 
hearing, sight and taste which are impor-
tant elements that shapes our view in life. 
This is my journey with my 5 senses...

WITHOUT WORDS – MADELEINE COPE
An explanation of the connection between 
fashion and garments and what is left ex-
posed once the garments are removed. 

UNTITLED -LINDA LY
Two unrelated individuals going through 
their mundane daily routine however trou-
bled of what to wear they ask a friend’s opin-
ion as they dress up in different trends and 
styles but in the end stay true to themselves.

THE IMMACULATE REFLECTION OF AN IMPURE 
WORLD -STANTON CORNISH WARD
A study of the erotic duality of power and fragility 
the colour white posseses, presented in four acts.
White: A universal symbol of cleanness - the 
white of doctors coats, of hospitals. A sym-
bol of purity (white lilies, snow, moonlight), 
the empyrean realm (the absence of image, 
an absolute void), the colour of reflection, a 
symbol of candour, the colour of surrender.
White isn’t only tied to the perfect, the divine, 
the innocent. In eastern cultures it is the colour 
of death and mourning, the supernatural and un-
explained, the white of ghosts and reincarnation. 
White is the harmony of silence, it shows 
the pauses that break. It is not a dead si-
lence, but one pregnant with possibilities.

BETWEEN YOU AND ME – WILLEM ROBERTSON
How do your clothes make you who you are? 
Who are you in private without your clothes? 
Fashion can be about disguise and deception but 
can also enhance character within each person. 
Between You and Me explores the idea of fashion 
as identity and that you are not who you are with-
out your ‘uniform’. Clothing helps you evolve into 
the personality that you portray in public and this 
is something that you do without even realising

S S E N S E S – CHANTELLE LUCYL TAROLA
Caressed by an impulse.

That warm struggle.
Consumed by the burning touch.

A choking sensation.
It had released my sanity.

As time be-stilled.
My faith conformed.

And skin no longer needed to exist.
Activated I was.
Activated I was.
Activated I was.
It was within me.

ONE TRACK MIND - HANNAH ZOE DU TOIT
Exploring the way in which clothing distorts per-
ception ‘One Track Mind’ looks at the way in 
which a garment can create misdirection within 
the context of a film. Something as simple as 
a dress has the power to evoke strong emo-
tions in an individual and influence our per-
ception of identity and self-image. Issues sur-
rounding gender stereotyping are addressed 
in regard to distortion and misunderstanding. 
The film encourages the audience to ques-
tion the subconscious conclusion they reach 
about an individual based on superficial factors.

BROKEN PERCEPTION - KATJA SHULMAN
Based on the idea of broken perception cre-
ated by fashion, the film explores how we 
perceive our external environment, Specifical-
ly the breaks in reality that leave us viewing a 
situation differently to its true form. A perfect 
representation of this is through people with 
schizophrenia, which by in which is a break in 
a persons perception of external stimuli. The 
film follows a schizophrenic girl experiencing 
delusions dictated by the garments she wears. 

BURNT UMBER - NATASHA ROSE HAVIR SMITH 
Burnt Umber follows two mammals as they 
search for style. As they make their way 
through a deserted landscape it becomes ev-
iden that exist I na nomadic context where 
fashion doesn’t hold any value to their reality.

FRANCIS (AN IMMACULATE DECEPTION) - 
ALEXIA PETSINIS
Francis (An Immaculate Deception) is a film that 
explores the relationship between fashion and 
the written word. Drawing on themes of spirit-
uality and Surrealism, the piece parallels the 
cyclical nature of fashion with the cycles of 
rebirth and evolution, suggesting the future of 
the written word might be displaced in a realm 
beyond human comprehension. The film also 
assesses the significance of religious garments 
such as the Catholic Nun’s habit that have not 
evolved in any way over decades, using a trans-
formative time-shift to highlight the power of 
language and verse in challenging constructs of 
what one classes as ‘fashion’ and ‘anti-fashion.’


